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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór...   Thank you for your 
2022 entry to the Tidy Towns Competition with various appendices and map.  Thank you for taking the suggestion 
of a previous adjudicators into account and including a grid reference on your map making this adjudicators’ visit so 
much easier.   Your committee of 10 people with a further 30+ volunteers are obviously very hard working and 
dedicated and it shows.  You have great support for the local ICA, Sea Scouts, GAA and Soccer Club as well as two 
local hubs of St John of God who work with the Park committee and on litter picks.  Inviting public participation in 
your weekly ‘Action Hours’ is a great way to meet residents who are new to the area and a sign of great inclusivity.  
You have support also from local businesses, especially Haggardstown Garden Centre, Connect Credit Union and 
Centra and liaise on an ongoing basis with the Community Employment Scheme, TUS and the Probation Service.  
You have an extensive communication plan including social media, weekly newspapers, radios stations, notices in 
local shops and public meetings were relevant.  Your current trophies and medals are very nicely displayed on the 
Main St. 
You have a very active collaboration with the local schools and run an annual schools art/poster competition.
Well done for your runner-up award in the Island and Coastal Communities category of the 2021 IBP Pride of Place 
competition.
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So many buildings and businesses have put their best foot forward, it is hard to single any out but amongst those 
that impressed were Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the Neptune Bar, Storm in a Teacup, General Practice, Niamh Carter 
Interiors, the Clermont Hotel, the Makers, Sybil.ie, Rocksalt, the Brake Tavern, connect Credit Union and the House 
Bakery.  It is great to see new businesses open and others revamped.  A gate beside the Brake Tavern was rather 
an eyesore however and could benefit from an upgrade. The newly refurbished toilets were closed on adjudication 
day, a busy Summer’s afternoon.  This is unfortunate but perhaps they had not been completed at the time of the 
visit.   If this was the case, it might have been good to have a sign advising visitors of the reason for the closure. On 
the other hand the newly refurbished blue cast aluminium street signs were a treat and the before and after 
photographs clearly show what an improvement they make. The fairground was hiding the houses that appears to 
have false windows and doors in place.  These badly need to be upgraded. The promenade was a very pleasant 
area with plenty of local people and visitors making good use of the seating areas.   The two new bollards were a 
good idea and the new lighting illuminating the Sundial is a clever and sustainable idea. The Crosscause Charity 
building was rather sad looking with some sparse Photinias in large containers.  This is an building in a prominent 
position that could do with some refurbishment. The themes silhouettes are exceptionally effective when spotted in 
gateways on the outskirts of the town. We look forward to hearing about your progress in your bid to upgrade the 
Haggardstown Old Graveyard. You continue to maintain many areas through the town and this shows at every turn.  
There is a cared for feeling everywhere one looks and this is not easily achieved so well done.
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gateways on the outskirts of the town. We look forward to hearing about your progress in your bid to upgrade the 
Haggardstown Old Graveyard. You continue to maintain many areas through the town and this shows at every turn.  
There is a cared for feeling everywhere one looks and this is not easily achieved so well done.

The commissioning of a comprehensive tree survey is an excellent idea and will be well worth the cost.  Certainly it 
was noticed throughout the visit that some trees were in need of maintenance, pruning, both formative and for 
safety reasons and some were the wrong trees in the wrong place.  This report will no doubt form a large part of 
your long term plan. 
Blackrock Park was an absolute delight to visit, to wander in and amongst, chatting to very friendly locals.  What 
makes it even nicer is the many paths leading into neighbouring housing estates so that residents can wander in 
and out as though it is their back garden.  This truly gives it a feeling of being an integral and well-loved asset to all 
in Blackrock.  Well done for your 6th consecutive An Taisce Green Flag Award for Parks in 2021.
The car park of the park was clean and tidy and it was great to see dedicated spaces not only for mothers with 
children and buggies but also, and rarely seen, spaces for the older generation.  The doggy poop bags container on 
the wall had no bags. Given the amount of notices warning against leaving dog poop, it is important to make it easy 
and provide bags.
The compost area is excellent although some lower branches of birch trees need to be properly pruned back.  An 
additional option her would be to grow some comfrey and then make comfrey tea as a liquid compost for plants, 
especially fruit trees.
The planting of bulbs in the park, both by the Park Gardeners and the Junior Tidy Towns  committee gives a great 
blast of colour and pollinators in the Spring.  
Slightly offputting though, were the hand made notices, all laminated or in plastic sleeves that actually gave a rather 
untidy appearance and took away from the lovely formal notices in place.
Your annual “Blackrock in Bloom” is clearly a much admired display of colourful flowers.  Well done for trialling the 
recommendation of last year’s adjudicator, which is wholeheartedly endorsed by this one.  The use of perennial 
coastal plants is a sustainable and  more environmentally friendly option and the two plants you are using this year 
are an excellent choice.  You are urged to continue with further seaside appropriate perennial planting as much as 
possible.  
The hedge laying of an old hawthorn hedge to rejuvenate it was an excellent idea and inviting the public to visit 
while work was underway no doubt attracted a lot of interest.  
You continue to maintain a large  number of other projects and many areas were visited by this adjudicator.   The 
new planting of trees at Dundalk Golf Club is very welcome and will help soften the perimeter wall.  The area around 
the Church and car park is nicely planted and maintained but perhaps somewhat sparse in places and in need of a 
few filler shrubs. The grotto is very colourful with an assortment of flowers in pots. One wonders if a more cohesive 
plant display with uniform pots  (not plastic) and some perennials would be more eyecatching.  It was surprising to 
see a container of pesticide in the grotto and it is suggested that insofar as possible no chemicals are used, whether 
fungicide, pesticide or herbicide.

Your new wildflower planting was coming into bloom on adjudication day and looking very attractive.  It is good to 
know that the seeds are being collected and harvested for future use.  The increased no-mow areas with 
explanatory signage was visible in a number of areas.
Well done for introducing another stumpery as previously suggested.  The park was an excellent location for this 
and it is on the way to becoming a wonderful biodiversity area.
St Francis National School was a lovely example of biodiversity with numerous areas left wild.  The plastic bottle 
dolphin was impressive and a good visual indication of the amount of plastic used and not reused.  Nature 
Scavenger Hunts run by the local creche is a great idea and it is never too early to start to teach children the value 
of nature and biodiversity.
Two of your members took part in an Appreciation of our Estuaries and Seashore course which I am sure they 
found invaluable and were able to pass on some of what they learnt to a wider audience.  Well done also to the 
member of your committee who attended the Biodiversity and Climate change Conference run by Louth Leader 
Partnership.
The commissioning of an otter ledge for the bridge is a wonderful project and you are wise to ask for the assistance 
of an environmental consultant on preferred designs as this is a highly specialised area.  We look forward to hearing 
about the progress of the project in future submissions.
In this category also, you maintain an impressive number of projects, many concentrated in and around Blackrock 
Park.
A previous adjudicator suggested that you might indicate, on a separate map, the positions where you are 
introducing pollinator friendly planting and indicate the year the work is completed in.  This would not only help to 
inform the adjudicator but would also demonstrate where there may be gaps that could be filled in order to create 
sustainable green corridors.

You have an impressive number of projects in this category, many now annual events due to their success.  These 
include Christmas tree shredding with a significant amount of CO2 saved in travel kms, and Easter egg packaging, 
where happily there was a decrease in packaging due to changes in manufacturer’s methods.  Dividing this 
category into the four headings of waste, water, energy and food as previously suggested enables a committee to 
identify the areas and work on each one.
The amount of work carried out by both schools is truly excellent.  Given the range of projects that have been 
undertaken in the last number of years, perhaps this is an opportune time to attempt to quantify the results of your 
actions and initiatives and to assess their impact in terms of behavioural change and awareness.     This would help 
to guide next steps in the sustainability challenge.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



In general the standard of tidiness throughout Blackrock was excellent.   Driving down the roads and walking around 
the town, through the housing estates and to the park, there really was a negligible amount of litter and the 
pavements, verges and edges were all neat and clean.  A few spots of litter were noticed including in Fane View, 
around Sandy Grove and at the entrance to Blackrock Park, particularly behind the bicycle rack.
The recycling area was clean and tidy and the excellent information boards above were nicely and succinctly 
informative with a little bit of humour. Litter bins were well presented, clean and tidy.  
Well done for organising the Annual Spring Clean, implementing the year round litter management plan and Take 3 
for The Sea initiative, participating in the CoastWatch Beach Survey and for partnering the Setanta Mountain goats 
hillwalking group on littler picks on Cooley Mountains and the South Marsh Environmental Group for litter picking 
along the coastline.   The new solar litter bins, strategically placed, will hopefully be successful however it would be 
good if recycling bins could also be provided to encourage people, who are by now well used to segregating their 
waste at home, to continue to do so when out and about.
Well done also for retaining your Gold award in Louth County Council’s Litter League 2021.

The amount of work carried out by both schools is truly excellent.  Given the range of projects that have been 
undertaken in the last number of years, perhaps this is an opportune time to attempt to quantify the results of your 
actions and initiatives and to assess their impact in terms of behavioural change and awareness.     This would help 
to guide next steps in the sustainability challenge.

There are a great variety of housing estates in Blackrock and each with their own style and charm.  That said, the 
standard of presentation was good  throughout.  Some small areas of improvement are possible.
Your tree survey will have identified any issues with trees but particularly noticed were trees in Fane View that need 
to have their stakes and ties checked and suckers pruned.  Here too there are large expanses of wall that could be 
improved either with painting or planting or both.
The Locks name sign was slightly hidden some vigorous lavender but the planting scheme itself was really nice.
The masses of plants including swathes of dandelions, erigerons amongst others at Sandy Cove were a real 
picture. 
Goirt na Mara clearly has a no mow/low mow regime in place and it was lovely to see the clover, daisies and 
dandelions growing with gay abandon.
Carraig Ard, Ard Shee, Seaford Gardens and Blackrock Cove to name a few were all very nicely presented.
The Rathmount Estates new trees look very well but do remember the need to have a maintenance plan in place, 
especially for the first three years after planting.
The entrance sign to Rock Court seems out of keeping in size and sadly was not bi-lingual.
There are opportunities in some areas for the large areas of grass to be left uncut, for wildlife areas to be created 
whilst still leaving space for ball playing.
The housing estates apart, it must be said that the standard of presentation of all the house in Blackrock was 
generally excellent and there are clearly a lot of green fingered residents with a love of gardening.

No matter which approach road one takes, the welcome to Blackrock still warms the cockles.  Attractive names 
signs with appropriate planting and gravel are just lovely to see.  The roads, verges, and pavements were clean and 
tidy and very presentable.  Just one name sign was obscured by some fast growing nepeta.

This adjudicator had not been to Blackrock for some years and it was a pleasure to come back and see the 
evidential pride of place that residents have in their town.
It's noteworthy that all development and promotional activities seem to be under the auspices of the Tidy Towns 
Committee.
There was a large volume of diverse material in the first-rate entry form.
 The excellent 1st adjudication report covered all the salient points under the competition guidelines in a very fair 
and objective manner doing justice to the work of the committee over the last year
The role of the 2nd adjudicator was to have an overview of what was in the entry form and the subsequent report 
and have a look at the work that was done on the ground fairly and objectively.
This accompanying map was excellent all the new projects and initiatives were enumerated and existing projects 
were identifiable by letters.
Looking at the boundaries on the map this adjudicator was a little confused as to whether the Fairways Complex 
and St Furseys National School were included or not.
The be on the safe side both were visited as was Geraldines GAA Club.
Well done to the Committee for heeding the advice of previous adjudicators and adhering to the “Less is more” 
ethos.
As we are at that side of the town the old AOH Hall looks as if it has been unoccupied for some years now.
This is probably something outside the Committee's control.
There were plenty of visitors to the Blackrock on the day of 2nd adjudication which was early in the week.
Given that there was a lot of activity at the weekend just gone the streets and outlying areas were virtually litter free 
which speaks volumes about the work of the committee and the TUS Scheme workers
The town has won numerous Tidy Towns medals and Louth Litter League awards this was reflected in the “trophy 
cabinet” in the window of premises on the Main Street.
One was impressed with the slate plaques depicting your success in the Louth Looking Good Competition over the 
years.
There are 2 collages of photographs that capture different aspects of what has happened in 2021 as well as 
recognising your achievement as Irelands Tidiest Small Town in 2019
The level of dealings that you as a committee have with the local authority and other agencies is very impressive 
and coupled with the support of local clubs and community organizations it makes for further success in the future.
The contribution that the local schools make to your activities in a number of categories is noted
The following are some personal observations made during an extensive walkabout
Blackrock Tidy Towns heritage wall plaques give an insight into the History of Blackrock down through the decades.
Both directional and name signs were of the highest quality and these were complemented by a series of finger post 
signs that identified local places of interest and various amenities such as Blackrock Park and the Community 
Centre.
The Park contained some new projects such as the Strumpery and new LED lighting for energy efficiency.
Both Schools were visited and were presented to a very high standard.
It was noted in the first report that the adjudicator complimented St Francis National School for its contribution to the 
Biodiversity Category and the wildflower area was viewed while on the walk.
The suggestion to have a dedicated map for biodiversity and associated projects is a good one and if it is at all 
feasible the committee should consider it for next year’s entry. 
Street Furniture was good and located in prominent parts of the Town and the outskirts.
Outside dining facilities are the new norm for busy small towns like Blackrock. this adjudicator was very impressed 
by the colourful and creative seating outside a very nice premises Burgerfy.
The centre of the village contains some very informative historical and biodiversity panels.
These were very clean and visible  
The new sections of footpath were observed and street lighting was of high quality.
Waste recyclables and mutt mitt bins were located in prominent positions in the centre and on the outskirts
Traffic calming measures in the centre of the village were clear and visible but the traffic through the town is orderly.
 The following shop fronts appealed to this adjudicator for no other reason than personal preference The Clermont 
which seems to have had a transformation since some years back,
The Neptune which has a new bright colour combination, Barrys Fit Food and Butchers a nice compact well 
presented premises with easy access for all, Storm in a Teacup for its unusual creative name and Centra is a busy 
and well managed shop outside and inside.
Mullens is a shop that has everything for the seaside visitor
Blackrock Park and Community Centre were in good condition and busy on the day in question.
St Oliver Plunketts RC Church and nearby Grotto were very well looked after and top marks to those who look after 
both these public buildings as well as the two school premises.

Landscaping has been dealt with in detail in the 1st adjudication report and there is no point in repeating back to you 
any of the content except to say that the standard observed in the village and on the outskirts was top class.
Similarly, the wildlife category is one in which you have attained a very high standard and this is reflected in the 
mark you have received.
One was very impressed with the various wildlife and marine life notice panels at the beach area that depict the bird 
and marine life of Dundalk Bay which is an area of Special Conservation
Sustainability- Doing more with less category has been evolving in keeping with current EU and government policy 
as well as ‘best practice guidelines. 
It encapsulates how we try to minimize our use of all resources within the community so that we reduce our 
environmental impact. 
It is a broad category so you may be surprised at how many of your existing community initiatives are relevant
The projects that you have submitted under this category have been dealt with in detail in the original adjudication 
and you have been rewarded with an impressive mark for your efforts.
Litter control and general tidiness were deemed to be of a high standard in the original report and this adjudicator 
would concur with that after having taken an extensive walk around the town and its environs including a saunter 
around a number of the housing developments.
Plenty anti litter and anti dog fouling signs were viewed in prominent eye-level positions in the town.
The Bring Bank  and the well maintained public toilets, which were open, deserve mention for how they were 
presented

The town has a large number of housing estates and clusters of both old and newer vintage.
St Furseys Terrace always seems to get a mention and the adjudicator took a trip out to view for himself and 
concurs with previous adjudicators as the houses and green area were maintained to a very high standard.
Some very impressive older residences were viewed in the Crescent and Sandymount areas 
Housing areas off Seafield Road, Old Golf Links Road, and Sandy Lane were visited and in an overall context, all 
houses and gardens were in superb condition.
The entrances into the town from all sides were well presented with welcoming name signs.
Verges were kept in accordance with good practice and rewilding was done in a controlled manner that is 
appropriate for an urban area.
The 2nd adjudicator endorses what was in the 1st adjudication report and recommends that the overall mark 
remains the same.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Second Round Adjudication:

Concluding Remarks:

It was an absolute pleasure to visit Blackrock and to experience first hand the excellent improvements and initiatives 
undertaken by the Tidy Towns Committee and the many  volunteers who support them resulting in the great town 
Blackrock has become.  Good luck in the Tidy towns Competition.



This is probably something outside the Committee's control.
There were plenty of visitors to the Blackrock on the day of 2nd adjudication which was early in the week.
Given that there was a lot of activity at the weekend just gone the streets and outlying areas were virtually litter free 
which speaks volumes about the work of the committee and the TUS Scheme workers
The town has won numerous Tidy Towns medals and Louth Litter League awards this was reflected in the “trophy 
cabinet” in the window of premises on the Main Street.
One was impressed with the slate plaques depicting your success in the Louth Looking Good Competition over the 
years.
There are 2 collages of photographs that capture different aspects of what has happened in 2021 as well as 
recognising your achievement as Irelands Tidiest Small Town in 2019
The level of dealings that you as a committee have with the local authority and other agencies is very impressive 
and coupled with the support of local clubs and community organizations it makes for further success in the future.
The contribution that the local schools make to your activities in a number of categories is noted
The following are some personal observations made during an extensive walkabout
Blackrock Tidy Towns heritage wall plaques give an insight into the History of Blackrock down through the decades.
Both directional and name signs were of the highest quality and these were complemented by a series of finger post 
signs that identified local places of interest and various amenities such as Blackrock Park and the Community 
Centre.
The Park contained some new projects such as the Strumpery and new LED lighting for energy efficiency.
Both Schools were visited and were presented to a very high standard.
It was noted in the first report that the adjudicator complimented St Francis National School for its contribution to the 
Biodiversity Category and the wildflower area was viewed while on the walk.
The suggestion to have a dedicated map for biodiversity and associated projects is a good one and if it is at all 
feasible the committee should consider it for next year’s entry. 
Street Furniture was good and located in prominent parts of the Town and the outskirts.
Outside dining facilities are the new norm for busy small towns like Blackrock. this adjudicator was very impressed 
by the colourful and creative seating outside a very nice premises Burgerfy.
The centre of the village contains some very informative historical and biodiversity panels.
These were very clean and visible  
The new sections of footpath were observed and street lighting was of high quality.
Waste recyclables and mutt mitt bins were located in prominent positions in the centre and on the outskirts
Traffic calming measures in the centre of the village were clear and visible but the traffic through the town is orderly.
 The following shop fronts appealed to this adjudicator for no other reason than personal preference The Clermont 
which seems to have had a transformation since some years back,
The Neptune which has a new bright colour combination, Barrys Fit Food and Butchers a nice compact well 
presented premises with easy access for all, Storm in a Teacup for its unusual creative name and Centra is a busy 
and well managed shop outside and inside.
Mullens is a shop that has everything for the seaside visitor
Blackrock Park and Community Centre were in good condition and busy on the day in question.
St Oliver Plunketts RC Church and nearby Grotto were very well looked after and top marks to those who look after 
both these public buildings as well as the two school premises.

Landscaping has been dealt with in detail in the 1st adjudication report and there is no point in repeating back to you 
any of the content except to say that the standard observed in the village and on the outskirts was top class.
Similarly, the wildlife category is one in which you have attained a very high standard and this is reflected in the 
mark you have received.
One was very impressed with the various wildlife and marine life notice panels at the beach area that depict the bird 
and marine life of Dundalk Bay which is an area of Special Conservation
Sustainability- Doing more with less category has been evolving in keeping with current EU and government policy 
as well as ‘best practice guidelines. 
It encapsulates how we try to minimize our use of all resources within the community so that we reduce our 
environmental impact. 
It is a broad category so you may be surprised at how many of your existing community initiatives are relevant
The projects that you have submitted under this category have been dealt with in detail in the original adjudication 
and you have been rewarded with an impressive mark for your efforts.
Litter control and general tidiness were deemed to be of a high standard in the original report and this adjudicator 
would concur with that after having taken an extensive walk around the town and its environs including a saunter 
around a number of the housing developments.
Plenty anti litter and anti dog fouling signs were viewed in prominent eye-level positions in the town.
The Bring Bank  and the well maintained public toilets, which were open, deserve mention for how they were 
presented

The town has a large number of housing estates and clusters of both old and newer vintage.
St Furseys Terrace always seems to get a mention and the adjudicator took a trip out to view for himself and 
concurs with previous adjudicators as the houses and green area were maintained to a very high standard.
Some very impressive older residences were viewed in the Crescent and Sandymount areas 
Housing areas off Seafield Road, Old Golf Links Road, and Sandy Lane were visited and in an overall context, all 
houses and gardens were in superb condition.
The entrances into the town from all sides were well presented with welcoming name signs.
Verges were kept in accordance with good practice and rewilding was done in a controlled manner that is 
appropriate for an urban area.
The 2nd adjudicator endorses what was in the 1st adjudication report and recommends that the overall mark 
remains the same.



appropriate for an urban area.
The 2nd adjudicator endorses what was in the 1st adjudication report and recommends that the overall mark 
remains the same.


